RAIN INTERRUPTS PLAY

Wanderers Score Lead Points

RAIN INTERRUPTS PLAY in all but one of the First Division matches yesterday. The dynamic opening scores points for a first innings lead over the homesters but in the other three games the weather intervened to deny the leading sides the chance to take victory.

WANDERERS vs. LODGES

A short show of lightning did not prevent Wanderers from gaining a substantial lead. They reached 111 for 0 in 25 overs, when the rain intervened. They passed 100 for the first time in the fifth over and the wickets fell at 101 for 2 in the 13th. There were six changes of batting and 11 changes of bowling.

CARLTON vs. CONSIDERABLY

A strong show by the opening batsmen made it necessary for the Wanderers to bring in second-stringers. They scored at a good rate and reached 77 for 2 when the game was stopped. No change of batting or bowling took place.

Scored Points

HARBOUR vs. RACING

A slow start by the opening batsmen was followed by a steady rate of scoring. The score had reached 20 for 0 in 5 overs when the rain stopped play. No change of batting or bowling took place.

Scored Points

HEALTH/STRENGTH

There is always a way of cooling off.

It isn't always possible to dive in the sea when you're hot and uncomfortable, but here's a practical tip for those who can practice even in the office. Sprinkle some LIMACOL—either plain or mentholated—on your head, pat some in your wash basin in the water, have a good wash, and pronto! You're as fresh as a daisy! Keep LIMACOL at your office as well as at your home, and enjoy "The Freshness of a Breeze in a Bottle" whenever you like.

LIMACOL

MENTHOLATED & PLAIN

LARGE & SMALL BOTTLES

ON SALE AT ALL GOOD STORES.